INTRODUCTION

Planar lens arrays have been addressed by a number of researchers in the existing literature [1][2]
[3] [4] . In these works, focusing is obtained by using arrays of receive and transmit antennas which are connected by transmission-line sections of appropriate lengths. Presence of these line sections has adverse effects on the frequency-response and complicates the layout design for large arrays. An alternative approach can be developed based on the non-uniform arrays of antenna-filter-antenna (MA) elements. These elements have been previously demonstrated and used in periodic (uniform) arrays for designing frequency-selective surfaces (FSS) 151. Using different types of bandpass AFA elements with different values of phase-delay in an array results in a lens-like FSS structure, which can be referred to as a filter-lens array (FLA). Scaled versions of a 3-pole bandpass AFA can achieve in-band phase transitions between 0 and 180 degrees, which is enough for small lenses. An arbitrary phase-transition of 0 to 360 degrees can be obtained by combining the scaled versions of two different types of AFA elements.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF BANDPASS AFA ELEMENTS
A 3-pole bandpass AFA element is composed of two back-to-back patch antennas and a co-planarwaveguide (CPW) resonator which lies in the common ground plane. Each patch antenna can be considered as the combination of a lossless resonator and a resistive load, representing the radiation and intemal losses [6]. If the radiation part is considered as the external loading and the intemal losses are attributed to the resonator, the AFA structure can be viewed as a bandpass filter between two radiation ports (Fig. 1) .
The above-described filter model can be used to design different AFA elements. Two types of AFA elements are considered for designing a general ITA, referred to as Type-I and Type41 elements. Layouts and circuit models of these two types of elements are shown in Fig. 2 . In these AFA structures, the antenna elements are hexagonal patches which are made on 500 bm thick glass substrates with E, = 4.45 and ran6 0.06. In Type-I AFA, the middle resonator is a quarter-wave CPW resonator, which is fabricated in the common ground plane. The quarter-wave resonator couples to the patch antennas at its open end. In Qpe-I1 element the center resonator is a deformed half-wave resonator which couples to the top and bottom patches with 180' phase difference at its flared ends. The described AFA structures are single-polarized elements and present the required frequency response only for the incident waves polarized in parallel with the CPW resonators. The frequency response of the AFA elements can be controlled by appropriate choice of the layout dimensions, which in tum are obtained from the circuit models and filter design methods described in [5] . Fig. 3 shows the simulated amplitude and phase of the transmission frequency-response for the AFA elements designed for 8% bandwidth at 35 GHz. The in-band phase-delay between the first and third peaks of the amplitude response (-,!&I) varies from 81" to 268' in Type-I element, and from -67' to 117" in Type-II element.
FILTER-LENS ARRAY
In a Filter-Lens Array, the wave-front transformation is performed by the comprising AFA elements, which enforce the desired phase-shift between the input and output of each array cell. To achieve different values of phase-shift, AFA elements are de-tuned in the vicinity of the operating frequency.
The de-tuned elements are obtained from scaling the transversal dimensions in the a tuned design (with bandwidth centered at the operating frequency). The maximum range of phase shift that can be obtained in this way is equal to the in-band variations of the phase-delay, which is nearly 180" in case of a 3-pole AFA. This range can be increased by using two types of elements in the array. For the combination of the Type-I and Type-I1 elements, for example, this range is equal to -268" to 67". which is practically sufficient for realizing any desired wave-transformation.
To demonstrate this concept, a 137-element FLA was designed based on Type-I and Qpe-n elements for operation at 35 GHz and with a focal distance o f f = 10 cm (Fig 4a) , and was fabricated on 3-inch glass wafers. For each cell m, the element type I,,, and scaling factor a,,, are chosen to provide the required phase-shift Q, , (Fig. 4) . For the cells where both types of elements can be used, the element types are chosen based on the minimum values of insertion loss and required scaling (l a,,, -11).
A simple analysis can be performed to asses the performance of the designed FLA. The proposed analysis is based on the ray-tracing approach, and makes three assumptions: 1) the antenna elements in different cells do not interact, 2) the feed and AFA elements are polarization-matched, and 3) the frequency responses of the AFA elements remain unchanged for oblique angles of incidence. While the first two assumptions are generally true for most FLA designs, the last assumption is valid only for FLA's with the small subtended angles c f / D 2 1). Assuming that the FLA is fed by an antenna feed of known pattem at its focal point, the analysis starts with calculating the excitation coefficients of the AFA elements at the input aperture. Output array coefficients are then obtained by applying the transfer functions of the individual elements. The FLA power transfer ratio, gain, and radiation pattem can be calculated from these array coefficients.
The calculated and measured gain patterns of the 3-inch FLA are presented in Fig. 5 , for E-and H-planes ((p = 0 and 90" respectively)
. Although an open-ended waveguide feed was used for the FLA measurements, the presented results are re-normalized for an ideal feed by de-embedding the spill-over loss and feed antenna efficiency from the measured gain. The measured values of the maximum gain and 3-dB beam-width are 25.6 dBi and 6.4' (in both planes), vs. the simulated values of 24.8 dBi and 7.0". respectively. The measured sidelobe level is -14 dB in the E-plane and -17 dB in the H-plane. Figure 6 presents the calculated and measured maximum gain of the 3-inch FLA as a function of frequency. According to these results, the designed FLA presents a gain bandwidth of 8.2% at 35.3 GHz. Considering that a 3 inch circular uniform aperture would have a theoretical gain of 29.1 dBi at 35 GHz, this FLA can be considered as the combination of an ideal lens and a bandpass filter with the mid-band insertion loss of 3.5 dB. Table 1 summarizes the important performance data for this design. 
